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Minneapolis threshing machine company history

Restoration M-M UB Minneapolis-Moline is a large tractor and farm and industrial machinery manufacturer based in Hopkins, Minnesota. It was the product of a merger of three companies in 1929: Minneapolis Steel &amp; Machinery (MSM) noted for Twin City tractors, Minneapolis
Threshing Machinery Company (MTMC) which also manufactured Minneapolis tractors, and Moline Plow Company. It has production facilities on Lake Street at Hiawatha Avenue in Minneapolis, MN, in Hopkins, MN, and in Moline, IL. History Labor MSM, the largest of the merged
companies, has been a leader in the anti-union movement (open store). It is a member of citizen's alliance (CA), a powerful Minneapolis business league that keeps the city's majority alliance free for more than 20 years. During World War I, unions agreed not to go on strike in support of
war efforts, in return the National War Labor Council ordered wage increases for workers. MSM refused, starting a court battle that would not have been fully resolved until the 1940s. Minneapolis-Moline inherits MSM's anthem membership and attitude. However, it signed a contract with the
AFL Machinists Union in 1935, during the Flour City Ornamental Iron strike and after the Teamster strike in 1934, both were notable for their violence. This was a remarkable defection that foresced the demise of the minneapolis store opening movement. However, this does not mean
peaceful labor relations in the coming years. After World War II, the company will have to deal with strikes and pension disputes. British Assembly Between 1946 and 1949 the company supplied two tractors assembled in the United Kingdom, UDS appeared in 1946 for £1,050 and the
Meadows UDM diesel was introduced in 1948 for £1,200. Both tractors were too expensive for the British market and after poor sales, production stopped in 1949. [1] Acquired Avery In 1951, Minneapolis-Moline acquired farm equipment company Avery. 1963 was acquired by White It in
1963 by White Motor Company, who also owned the Oliver brand. [2] The Minneapolis-Moline brand was dropped by White in 1974. AGCO bought White in 1991. The Hopkins headquarters site has been redeveloped, and is now the location for a Honda auto dealership. The Minneapolis
Hiawatha Avenue site has been developed as a shopping mall, anchored by a target store and a Cub (SuperValu) grocery store. UDLX Comfortractor Minneapolis-Moline tractor pioneered the concept of farm tractors that closed in 1938 by developing the UDLX Comfortractor (also known
as the Model U Deluxe). [3] UDLX had a flowing body and a well-equipped weather cabin, including a passenger seat, the idea being that the farmer and his wife would ride comfortably. [4] The entrance to the cabin is a big door behind. The bodywork was painted in as bright Prairie-Gold
Prairie-Gold while bumper and hubcabs are chromed. [4] It is equipped with automotive features such as safety windshields, windshield wipers, electric starters and dashboards with speedo clocks, clocks, sun visors, rearview mirrors, plus some first in tractors, including heaters, cigarette
lighters, ashtrays and radios. [3] 1938 Minneapolis-Moline UDLX side tractor view Tractor 2.9 tons powered by a high compression Minneapolis-Moline four-cylinder 283 cu.in (4,637 cc) KED gasoline engine producing 46hp and steering the one-wheel drive with five front wheels and some
reverses gave it a top speed of 40 mph.[4] The model had poor sales due to its high cost of US$2,155 (1938)[4] (twice as much as Farmall or Deere),[3] . A general recession that began in 1938 also negatively impacted this and most other durable goods. Only 125 UDLX vehicles were
produced before production ceased in 1941. UDLX is part of Minneapolis-Moline's most popular series. The U series has seen several variants, including UTU, UTS, UTL, UDU, UDU, UOPL, UB, UTIL and UT. [5] Introduced in 1941, this tractor was powered by a four-cylinder
gasoline/paraffin engine producing 40 horsepower and enough to give it a five-plow power rating by the United States. Its gearbox has four forward gears and one reverse. [6] Uni-Tractor In the early 1950s, the M-M introduced uni-tractor as a tri wheeled unit used to control other units. The
concept is that instead of having different tractors and combined harvesters, an electrical unit mating with the correct unit can do all the work that farmers need – i.e. M-M sales stated all in one. While it was sold in small quantities the concept was never popular with most farmers. Many
farmers call Uni-Tractor a Minneapolis-Moline motorcycle. [7] The ZB series introduced in 1953 ZB was an improved version of the ZA tractor with more comfortable seating and improved steering. It is powered by a four-cylinder gasoline engine that produces 34.8 horsepower and a
gearbox with five forward and some backwards. The ZBU version has a three-wheeled front axle with dual front wheels, while the ZBN version has a single front wheel and the ZBE has a wide front axle. production ceased in 1955. The M Series M series was introduced in 1960 with the M-
5, followed by the M-504 in 1962, the M-602 and M-604 (4WD) in 1963, and finally the M-670 in 1964. The M Series ended production in 1970. The G series G six-cylinder series consists of the largest and most powerful Minneapolis-Moline tractor. Production began in 1959 with the G-VI,
followed by the G-704 in 1962. The next models were the G-705, G-706, G-707, G-708, G-1000, G-900, G-1000 Vista, G-950, G-1050 and G-1350. The G-1350 introduced in 1969 was powered by a six-cylinder diesel engine, producing 141 horsepower and transmission with 10 line up and
and Gears. It was also sold as Oliver 2155. It was sold for only two years before being replaced by the G-1355. [2] The G-1355 was introduced in 1972 and was the most powerful Minneapolis-Moline tractor ever built with 142 PTO HP. G-955 was produced between 1973 and 1974 and was
the last tractor produced under the Minneapolis-Moline name, since White discontinued the brand in 1974. In the early 1970s, White also sold four Oliver models renamed Minneapolis-Moline: Oliver 1555 sold as G-550, Oliver 1655 sold as G-750, Oliver 1755 sold as G-850 and Oliver 1855
sold as G-940. These tractors have 53, 70, 86, and 92 PTO horsepower, respectively. In 1971, White sold two Fiat imported diesel engines, the Minneapolis-Moline: mm G-350 (41 PTO horsepower, 3 cylinders) and MM G-450 (54 PTO horsepower, 4 cylinders). The G-350 was also sold as
oliver 1265 and Cockshutt 1265; The G-450 was sold as Oliver 1365 and Cockshutt 1365. Gallery 1938 Model UDLX at the Saskatchewan Western Development Museum in Saskatoon 1956 GB (Propane) GB (Diesel) Jet Star Two Minneapolis-Moline R at the Salem County Fair 2012, NJ.
Note ^ Dunne, page 104. ^ a 5 Dunne, page 153. ^ a 5 c Bitner, Ruth (May 2008). Before its time: Minneapolis-Moline UDLX Comfortractor. Saskatchewan Western Development Museum. Retrieved July 29, 2015. ^ a 5 c d e Dunne, pages 86 and 87. Strohl, Daniel (April 2005). 1938 Farm
On!. Hemmings classic car. American City Business Magazine. Retrieved July 29, 2015. Dunne, page 84. ^ The United Nations harvester carries piggyback. Common mechanical: 82-84. August 1953. Retrieved July 29, 2015. Dunne References (eds.), Jemima (2015). Tractor book:
Hardback |format= request |url= (help). London: Dorling Kinderley. ISBN 978-0-2410-1482-0.CS1 maint: add text: author list (link) External link of a magazine's website for Twin City, Minneapolis and Moline tractor enthusiasts On-line for Minneapolis-Moline Tractor Club for Minneapolis-
Moline Tractor Enthusiasts and Collectors Minneapolis-Moline Tractors of the Minneapolis Model-Moline Records Company. Company records are available for use in research at the Minnesota Historical Association. Minneapolis-Moline negative collection. This collection contains
photographs taken by Arthur Jensen that are available for use in research at the Minnesota Historical Society. Wikimedia Commons has media related to minneapolis-Moline tractors. Taken from the Edit Share Minneapolis Threshing Machine Company (MTM) was founded in 1887, and
began producing steam tractor engines just west of Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA in 1889 and the town of Hopkins, Minnesota was founded developed for MTM. In 1893, a VICTORY VICTORY MTM-built machinery and steam engines won many medals at the Columbia World's Show in
Chicago, Illinois. By 1911, MTM had built tractors under the Minneapolis name. MTM built many large tractors until the Minneapolis-Moline merger, but these tractors were better suited to breaking sod and not every crop. After making several tractors, MTM marketed their Minneapolis 17-30
Type A and Type B. These were cross-engine cutting tractors and were built even after the M-M merger. In the 1920s until the M-M organization, MTM products were advertised as part of The Great Minneapolis Line. [1] In 1929, Minneapolis Steel &amp; Machinery (MSM) (Twin City tractor
brand), Minneapolis Threshing Machine Co. and Moline Plow Co. (Universal Tractor Co.) merged to form Minneapolis-Moline. Model[edit | edit source] References[edit | edit source] ↑ External Links[edit | edit source] Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted.
Prairie-style is a term applied to the first air tractor, all of which are large, heavy design elements and borrowed from steam tractors. The photo features handwritten caption Minneapolis tractor Kerosene plowing on Duncan Henderson's farm three miles west of Boissevain Fall 1913. The
man on the plow was identified as Earl Henderson, son of Duncan Henderson.   Earl Henderson, who was 15 when the photo was taken, went on to get a degree in Agriculture at the University of Manitoba. He returned to the Boissevain area and cultivated until the mid-1950s. Apparently,
he was mechanically adept, building a snow plane out of a wrecked Cessna plane and modifying the steering of John Deere's tractor head with the steering box out of the car starr to achieve easier steering. It is quite noticeable in the photo that the motor man has ploughed straight. With the
raw nature of the steering chain common on tractors at the moment, the motor man knows his business. While the tractor identified in the photo as a Minneapolis one, it caused some confusion for the committee to explain as the tractor had an inline engine. The Minneapolis-style meadow-
style machine committee is familiar with cross-mounted engines. The tractor also has a complex taxi and no fenders. The Minneapolis tractor commission is familiar with having simple taxis and fenders. During this period there were two Minneapolis companies operating in the production of
tractors; Minneapolis Dam Machinery Company (MTM) and Minneapolis Steel and Machinery Company (MS&amp;M) MC). Mtm tractors are commonly referred to as Minneapolis and MS &amp; MC sells their tractors under the name Twin City brand. After further consideration of the issue,
the committee identified the tractor as the MTM 25-50, the only MTM meadow-style tractor with an in-line engine. The no fenders were equipped from the plant while other MTM-style tractors had fenders as factory equipment after 1912. The tractor had a rather complicated taxi for 1913. It
has a roof, windshield and canvas curtains on the side window. It seems that the windshield is also equipped with slides when the right hand side of the windshield appears open. The photo shows the Henderson crew plowing in late autumn 1913, so the engine man can appreciate the
protection that the taxi will provide on a cold, windy autumn day. Minneapolis Threshing Machine (MTM) originated as Fond Du Lac Threshing Machine company of Fond Du Lac, Wis. in 1874, but quickly went bankrupt. One of the investors in the company, a Mr. MacDonald, re-organized



and re-started the smashing machine production under the name MacDonald Manufacturing Company. His success attracted the interest of investors from Minneapolis. They reached an agreement with MacDonald to invest in his company, but on the condition that it move to Minneapolis,
Minn., the move took place in 1887 around the time the company was called Minneapolis Threshing Machine Company. In 1908, MTM entered the mechanical engine business by selling universal tractor (UTC) 20-40 machines, also known as Universal 20-40. Universal is also sold by
American Able Company and Union Iron Works. Two years later, Walter McVickar of McVickar Engineering Company designed the 25-50 kerosene tractor. MTM owned the design by bringing McVickar or paying McVickar for the design. Lacking a gas tractor factory, MTM signed a contract
with Northwest Threshing Machinery Company to build tractors in 1911. MTM ordered 25 tractors in 1911 and 48 in 1912. By 1913, MTM had built its own gas tractor factory and began producing 25-50 along with a 40-80 tractor of their own design and Universal 20-40 design. The company
also continued to produce steam engines during this period. Not much information about the specifications of 25-50. It is equipped with a four-cylinder engine with a borehole and stroke of six-by-eight inches managed at 530 rpm and equipped with an ignition jump spark. Production in 1911
came with a tank-style radiator cooled by a draft caused by an escape exhaust. In 1912, it was changed to a kind of cooling automobile radiator using an engine-controlled fan. The six-bottom plow is believed to be a J.I. Case Plow Works plowing gang engine. The design has one lifting
lever for each of the two bottoms, a tail wheel at the bottom of the left hand, and a second shorter lever set along with longer lifting levers. The shorter levers are believed to have worked the depth stops for the bottom. – Supplements of the Manitoba Agricultural Museum. Museum.
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